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Jonathan Safran Foer's latest novel, Ertremely Loud and Oskar is given a key--literally--o the
answer when he accidentally breaks a vase con-
taining an envelope with the word "Black" on it
and a key. Oskar reasons that the key must
belong to someone with the last name Black
living in New York City. So, he sets off to meet
cach Black starting at the beginning of the
alphabetuntil he gets some answers about his

father, though even Oskar isn't sure what he's.
looking for, much less what he'll find.
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Incredibly Close, is like a woman so beautiful
and charming that her faults--whatever they
may be- are quickly forgiven. In fact, the
faults aren't even recognized as such. Rather,
they're written off as quirks, even if they're
not especially endearing ones.

Shawn Miller

AMARIN TRYSACRAMENTO"S
Focr--hose first novel, Everything Is

Iluminated, was a resounding success--has
written a touching, funny and clever book about
a boy's struggle and subscquent quest in the
aftermath of the September II attacks that
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A good deal of the enjoyment of Extremely

Loud and Incredibly Close is in the depiction
of his mostly indomitable spirit as hetraipses
around the five boroughs despite the many
fears that have risen up and swallowed his
sense of security. The mixture of naiveté and
worldliness Foer has infused his g-year-old
protagonist with is endearing and memorable

Thai Restaurant!claimed his father's life.
Foer, 28, felt compelled
for reasons unknown to
imbue his novel with a
great deal of gimmickry,
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Close do not take any-
thing away from what is,

Foer has produced a novel that is artfully
written without being showy. It is funny with
out dismissing a young boy's suffering or the
gravity ofSeptember I. Andthe plotwhich
also involves extensive sections narated by
Oskar's grandmother and mute grandfather-
keeps the reader engaged without resorting to
trickery or sleight of hand.

on the whole, an out-
standing novel.

So, on to the impor-

FOEP tant part.
Oskar Schell is a pre-

cocious g-year-old from
New York City whose
father was at the top of

Given this literary bounty, a picture of a pair
of turtles in coitus is a small price to pay.

the World Trade Center at Windows on the

BALISWorldwhen it was struck by terorists. Only
Oskar heard the phone messages-at first reas-
suringand then frantic -that his father left
between the impact of the planes and the
building's collapse.
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Eccentric and clever as Oskar may be, he is 915 KSt 6444 Dz36

Wevalkste aHa atunderstandably bereft, and his penchant for 1Oth & LZ Kst MallDollinvention won't let him rest. His unique
knowledge about some of the particulars of his
father's death merely puts Oskar in a privi-
leged position of guilt at hiding the phone
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ree,
his father died to still his mind. So, he invents.

I want tostopinventing,"Oskarsays. "If I
could know how he died, exactly how he died,
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I wouldn't have to invent him dying inside an
clevator that was stuck between floors, which

AISEDUGATIhappened to some people, and I wouldn't have 983-3093
to imagine him trying to crawl down the out-
side of the building, which I saw a video of SArunning
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I'm your broken dolltrying to use a tablecloth as a parachute. ...
There were so many different ways to die, and FREE-Brittany Byington

FalrOaksI just needknow which washis."
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